
The Asset Allocation Puzzle
Possessing a considerable amount of knowledge about
stocks, bonds, and cash is only a small part of the
investment planning process. Many investors are under
the false notion that the greatest determinant of
portfolio performance is the specific investment choices
that they make. In reality, the biggest decision you will
make is how much to allocate to different investment
categories. Asset allocation is all about finding the mix
of investments that is right for your situation. Goals,
time horizon, and risk tolerance are some of the key
factors that should be taken into consideration when
allocating assets.

Goals: Determining what asset allocation is appropriate
depends largely on the goals you seek to achieve. Are
you saving for retirement, college education for your
children, or a vacation home? Each goal must be
considered in creating the appropriate asset mix.

Time Horizon: Time horizon is the length of time your
portfolio will remain invested before withdrawals need
to be taken. If your average investment horizon is fairly
short, you will most likely want a more conservative
portfolio—a portfolio with returns that do not fluctuate
too much. If your investment time horizon is longer, you
can most likely invest more aggressively.

Risk Tolerance: Everyone has a different emotional
reaction to sudden changes in their portfolio value.
Some people have trouble sleeping at night because they
are too busy worrying about how their portfolio is
performing. Other investors are unfazed by fluctuations
in the market and can endure the uncertainty associated
with more risky investments.

As you can see, the asset allocation decision is not an
easy one and it may be best to work with an investment
advisor who can piece together a plan that is right for
you.
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Simplifying Your Investment Strategy

 Low maintenance, professional management, and
one-stop investing are all phrases that describe life-
cycle funds. These vehicles are designed for
investors seeking an easy, convenient, and
balanced investment option. Life-cycle funds can
be classified into two distinct types: target date and
target risk. There are unique differences between
the two.

Target-date lifestyle funds have a designated
maturity year, typically aligned with the age you
plan to retire. The money manager automatically
adjusts the portfolio’s asset allocation over time,
shifting the balance from more aggressive to more
conservative portfolios as you near retirement.

Target-risk lifestyle funds are designed to keep a
consistent asset allocation based on specific risk
levels. Portfolio allocations typically span from
conservative to aggressive risk options. However,
unlike the target date funds, it is up to the
individual investor to change from one portfolio to

the other as their lifestyle, needs, and financial
goals shift over time.

While both products provide several benefits
(diversification, professional management, and
automatic rebalancing), there are also drawbacks.
For one, most carry additional fees for the
management services provided. In addition, the
success of a fund hinges on the quality and
selection of the underlying investments. If
combining with other holdings, be aware of
overlap.

Diversification does not eliminate the risk of
experiencing investment losses. Lifestyle funds are
subject to market risk, will fluctuate in value, and
you can lose money. Past performance is no
guarantee of future results.
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